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Focaltron/GolfAchiever

Special Release

Sunnyvale, CA ‐ Feb 2nd. 2011 ‐The 2011 PGA Merchandise
Show in Orlando, GolfAchiever welcomed thousands of visitors to
the booth and hosted Long Drive and Closest to Pin Competitions
using the world's most accurate, affordable and all‐in‐one golf
simulator, GolfAchiever SIM.
As the crowds gathered around the GolfAchiever booth, heated contestants brought in drives well
over 360 yards on the tight 50 yard long drive grid. Apart from the official long drive competition,
Ryan Winther crushed an amazing 416 yards down the grid bringing the crowd to a load roar. In
addition, GolfAchiever's first ever hole‐in‐one was recorded on the show floor.
A special thank you goes out to our 3 Day overall
winners and competition sponsors:
Long Drive Competition
Ben Prudhomme ‐ 362.9 yards
Close to Pin Competition
Bill Andre ‐ Hole in one!
Competition Sponsors
Boccieri Golf ‐ Day 1 Long Drive & Day 3 Close to Pin;
Scratch Golf ‐ Day 1 Close to Pin;
Powerbilt ‐ Day 2 Long Drive & Close to Pin

GolfAchiever SIM - Long Drive Grid

At this time GolfAchiever would like send out a special thank you to, Krank Golf . Members of the
Krank Golf Team including current, World Long Drive Champion ‐ Joe Miller, stopped by
GolfAchiever throughout the show to play on GolfAchiever's ‐ "one of a kind" ‐ Long Drive Grid!
While there, members of the team hit record setting, 400yd + drives!

(Left) Krank Golf President, Lance Reader; (Left Middle) Krank Team member;
(Middle Right) GolfAchiever President/CEO, Arlene Pao; (Right) Krank Team
Member

The GolfAchiever staff wishes Krank Golf the best of luck in future Long Drive Competitions!

PGA Show Special!!
Back from the show, the excitement continues with eager customers and business partners
enjoying the benefits of GolfAchiever among their diverse applications, be it for instruction,
clubfitting or entertainment. As an added incentive, GolfAchiever proudly extends PGA Show
specials into the month of February. Call or email GolfAchiever today for more details and to take
part in the growing GolfAchiever Community!
Call +1 (408)530‐8588 or email GolfAchiever to place your order.

About Focaltron/GolfAchiever
With a strong focus on accuracy for all, GolfAchiever has set the standard within the golf industry
including the applications of golf entertainment, golf instruction, clubfitting and self practice for
over a decade. GolfAchiever, Accurate, Affordable and All‐in‐One.

About Krank Golf
Krank Golf is committed to the everyday golfer as much as the pros on tour or hard swinging Long
Drivers.Their success comes from your success on the course. They consider every golfer who
purchases their driver, from their storefront. Krank's mission is to provides the tools for golfers to
enjoy golf at it's utmost priority which is why it strives to attain the goal of becoming the #1 Driver
in the world!
Click here to visit Krank Golf, today.
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